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Impact of biodiversity loss on production in
complex marine food webs mitigated by
prey-release
Tak Fung1, Keith D. Farnsworth2, David G. Reid3 & Axel G. Rossberg2,4

Public concern over biodiversity loss is often rationalized as a threat to ecosystem

functioning, but biodiversity-ecosystem functioning (BEF) relations are hard to empirically

quantify at large scales. We use a realistic marine food-web model, resolving species over five

trophic levels, to study how total fish production changes with species richness. This complex

model predicts that BEF relations, on average, follow simple Michaelis–Menten curves when

species are randomly deleted. These are shaped mainly by release of fish from predation,

rather than the release from competition expected from simpler communities. Ordering

species deletions by decreasing body mass or trophic level, representing ‘fishing down the

food web’, accentuates prey-release effects and results in unimodal relationships. In contrast,

simultaneous unselective harvesting diminishes these effects and produces an almost linear

BEF relation, with maximum multispecies fisheries yield at E40% of initial species richness.

These findings have important implications for the valuation of marine biodiversity.
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B
iodiversity-ecosystem functioning (BEF) relations have
been studied empirically1–7 and theoretically8–12, yet our
understanding of these for large marine ecosystems (LME)

remains vague13. Direct experimental studies in large ecosystems
are prohibitive and the interpretation of comparative analyses in
this context, including the problem of controlling for
confounding variables, is an issue of ongoing debate4,6,14–17. On
the other hand, simulation studies have so far been constrained to
small, simple systems that have fewer than 100 species or two
trophic levels8,9,11,12,17, leaving unanswered the question of how
results could be scaled up, for example to LME.

To overcome these limitations, we use an innovative marine
food-web model that resolves thousands of species over five
trophic levels to study how total fish production (the rate of
production of biomass by all fish species) is expected to change
with fish species richness, a commonly studied BEF relation with
important practical applications. In particular, the model
incorporates omnivory, which is ubiquitous in marine ecosys-
tems18–20, but hitherto neglected by food-web models used in
BEF studies21. This feature permits the emergence of complex
network topologies, thus building on previous modelling studies
that use layered food webs with no omnivory and discrete trophic
levels21. Species were first deleted at random from model food
webs one-by-one, allowing the effects of species composition to
be controlled by averaging over replicate random sequences22,23.
Random deletions correspond to the case where no species traits
affect the probability of extinction, which is an abstraction in view
of empirical evidence for non-random species loss24–26.
Therefore, we also quantify the relationship between total fish
production and fish species richness using deletions in order of
(a) decreasing body mass, (b) decreasing trophic level and (c)
decreasing species population biomass. These correspond to the
observed fisheries practice of targeting fish species with large
body masses27,28, high trophic levels29,30 and large
biomasses31,32, respectively. Furthermore, we also examine
deletions in order of (d) decreasing connectivity (number of
trophic links), to test the hypothesis that the most connected
species are the most important for ecological functioning33.

Using our model, we show that a realistically complex food
web is nevertheless expected to produce a simple BEF curve under
random deletion of species, with the average trend following a
Michaelis–Menten function. We find that release of fish from
predation is the main mechanism shaping BEF relations, in
contrast to previous expectations31 that various forms of
competition would dominate, as in simpler communities8.
Effects of interactions between the deleted species and other
species separated by at least two trophic links—that is, indirect
interactions—largely cancel, resulting in a net effect weaker than
the direct interactions. Furthermore, we find that deletions in
order of decreasing body mass or trophic level amplify prey-
release, leading to greater gains in production following species
loss. Conversely, deletions in order of decreasing biomass resulted
in convex (upward-bending) BEF relations, representing severe
declines in ecosystem functioning even with loss of relatively few
fish species. Deletions in order of decreasing connectivity resulted
in almost linear BEF relations, thus providing partial support for
the hypothesis that removal of the most connected species has the
biggest impact on functioning33.

Our quantitative predictions of how marine fish production
depends on species richness fill a key knowledge gap in
biodiversity research and ecosystem management. Importantly,
our findings provide a mechanistic understanding of situations
where biodiversity loss can lead to gains in ecosystem function-
ing. As such, they refine our understanding of the generality of
loss of provisioning ecosystem services as a main argument for
biodiversity conservation22.

Results
Generation of model food webs and their validation. The
Population-Dynamical Matching Model34 (PDMM; see Methods,
Supplementary Methods, Supplementary Fig. 1, Supplementary
Table 1) simulates population dynamics in food webs linking
thousands of species. It is used here because it is the only model
capable of generating sufficiently complex food webs that
realistically represent those in LME35. The PDMM is founded
on well-understood theory36 and earlier applications have
demonstrated its quantitative strengths in describing marine
community structure and dynamics, in particular at higher
trophic levels35,37,38. Ecological model communities are generated
by the PDMM via an assembly algorithm that iteratively
introduces random variant species into a food web. Assembly
is considered complete when species richness no longer
increases on average as new species are introduced: a condition
of saturation in which speciation is balanced by extinction. In
our parameterization (Supplementary Methods), communities
typically reached this point with around 4,000 coexisting species,
of which around 150–300 were fish (taken to be all species
with maturation body mass above 10� 3 kg; see Supplementary
Methods for details).

We generated 20 model food webs from 20 independent runs
of the PDMM assembly algorithm. These were verified by
comparison with empirical data from large marine shelf
communities, representing 10 key ecological properties
(Table 1, Supplementary Methods, Supplementary Figs 2–5,
Supplementary Tables 2–6). These properties cover biodiversity
patterns, size structure and trophic structure.

BEF relations under random species deletions. Simulated BEF
relations were obtained from each of the 20 PDMM food webs by
sequentially deleting randomly chosen fish species, with simula-
tion of population dynamics of the diminished food web after
each deletion until a dynamic equilibrium was reached. Biomass
production summed over all fish species, P, was used as a measure
of ecosystem functioning. Biodiversity of a food web was quan-
tified by fish species richness expressed as a proportion F of the
initial number of fish species.

To sample the variety of possible responses, 10 random
deletion sequences were evaluated for each of the 20 model food

Table 1 | Validation of model food webs.

Property Range of model
values

Range of
empirically

derived values

Phytoplankton species richness 2,559–2,961 268–1,700
Fish species richness 148–280 192–314
Dietary diversity of fish species 6.17–8.05 6–14
Diet-partitioning exponent for
fish species36

0.509–0.644 0.21–0.66

Maturation body mass of
phytoplankton species (kg)

10� 14.7–10� 9.01 10� 15–10�8.69

Maturation body mass of
fish species (kg)

10� 3.0–102.47 10� 3.0–102.54

Trophic level of fish species 2.03–5.53 2–4.53
Slope of diversity spectrum 0.149–0.491 0.163–0.460
Slope of biomass
size-spectrum

�0.536–0.0234 �0.25–0.025

Biomass density of fish
species (kg m� 2)

10� 13.0–10� 1.60 10� 10.1–10� 2.28

Range of values of 10 key properties for the 20 PDMM food webs used, compared with
empirically derived ranges pertaining to temperate shelf communities. In calculating the slopes
of the diversity spectra, a lower bound of 1 kg was used for 16 of the 20 food webs, whereas a
lower bound of 3–35 kg was used for the remaining four webs.
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webs, to produce an ensemble of 200 simulated BEF relations
(Fig. 1a, Supplementary Figs 6 and 7). Each random deletion
sequence consists of repeatedly choosing a fish species randomly,
deleting it and then simulating community dynamics to a new
equilibrium; this is continued until no fish species remain. We
found moderate variation in total fish biomass production P for
each of 300 intervals of F evenly spaced between 0 and 1
(CVZ0.17, increasing as F declined; Supplementary Fig. 8). This
confirms empirical studies suggesting a strong influence of
community composition on BEF relations39,40. The variation was
mainly due to differences among food webs (Supplementary
Methods, Supplementary Fig. 9). Additional variation attributable
to random sequences was relatively small and only dominated for
low Fo0.1 (Supplementary Fig. 9).

To reveal patterns beyond the idiosyncratic changes identified
above, mean total fish production was computed across the
simulations for each value of F and the resulting curves smoothed
using LOESS (Methods; Fig. 1b, black and orange lines). This
analysis showed that mean production declines with each species
deleted and that this decline becomes steeper as fewer species
remain in the community, that is, the BEF relation is concave.
This is consistent with previous results using smaller systems1,3,5,
suggesting some generality across scales. The model predicts that
one-quarter of the initial species richness is sufficient to maintain
half of the initial production (Fig. 1b), implying that, on average,
initial biodiversity loss only has minor impacts on production.
However, this proportion translates to an average of 47 fish
species for the 20 food webs, which is far more than the few

species often found to maintain half of functioning in small-scale
experiments3. The grey region in Fig. 1b denotes the s.e. values
for the mean production values from simulations, which is an
appropriate measure of uncertainty in these average values.
Supplementary Figure 10 instead shows the s.d. values, which
measure the variation in production values from the means.

In addition, we tested how well two parsimonious curves, each
given by two parameters, fitted the smoothed BEF relation
(non-linear least-square fits). An excellent fit (Fig. 1b, light blue
dashed line) was obtained with the saturating Michaelis–Menten
(MM) functional form3,5 given by P¼AF/(FþB), with
R240.999 and a root mean square (r.m.s.) approximation
error of only 0.35 g m� 2 year� 1 (with A¼ 154 g m� 2 year� 1,
B¼ 0.533). A non-saturating power-law of the form P¼CFD

gave a worse fit to the smoothed relationship (Fig. 1b, dark
blue dashed line), with R2¼ 0.987 and an r.m.s. error of
3.01 g m� 2 year� 1 (C¼ 105 g m� 2 year� 1, D¼ 0.559), which
is an order of magnitude larger. This suggests that with
hypothetical higher species richness the BEF relation would
indeed saturate. This result confirms conclusions drawn
previously from a meta-analysis of experiments using smaller,
simpler systems3,5 and extends them to LME.

Theoretically, an MM curve has been derived analytically for
conceptually simple community models since the 1970s10,36,41. In
this study, we find that an analytical model that is much simpler
than the complex PDMM is able to reproduce the MM BEF
relation derived from the PDMM (Supplementary Methods). This
result is unexpected, in particular, because the analytical model
assumes linear (Holling type I) consumer functional responses
(Supplementary Methods), whereas our more complex simulation
model assumes non-linear, extended Holling type II consumer
functional responses (Methods). In practice, the difference between
the two functional response types could have been small because
the average satiation level42 (which varies from 0 to 1) of all fish
species in each of the 20 complex model food webs did not exceed
0.384, which could have constrained their type II functional
responses mostly to the approximately linear portions. Knowledge
that relations between richness and biomass production in LME
tend to follow MM curves, and are therefore largely determined by
only two parameters, will greatly facilitate prediction of the effects
of ongoing large changes in biodiversity.

Analysis of mechanisms underlying the MM curve. The mean
change in P resulting from the deletion of a randomly chosen
species reflects the direct loss of production by that species plus
the indirect response in production of the remaining species. If
the direct loss was the only contribution, that is, if dynamic
responses by other species did not affect P on average, then the
mean BEF relation would necessarily be linear, because the mean
direct effect is P divided by the number of extant species. The
characteristic non-linear saturating form of the BEF relation is
therefore entirely due to indirect effects, consistent with previous
studies8,9,12. As a first step towards understanding the
mechanisms underlying the shape of the BEF relation in our
model, we separated the mean direct and indirect effects of the
deletion of each species in the random deletion experiments
(Fig. 2a). The figure also displays analytic approximations for the
magnitudes of the direct and indirect contributions to the change
in P, derived in Supplementary Methods from the MM form of
the BEF relationship. The differences between simulations
and these approximations result from occasional secondary
extinctions of fish species (on average, one in four species
deletions caused a secondary extinction; Supplementary
Methods).

To further understand the driving mechanisms for the non-
linear BEF relation, we resolve the indirect contribution into
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Figure 1 | Predicted total fish biomass production against normalized fish

species richness for random deletions. (a) Ten sample random deletion

sequences for one model food web; the different colours represent separate

sequences. (b) Point-wise means (black), s.e. values (grey), LOESS smooth

of the point-wise means (orange) and two fitted curves as indicated in the

legend, based on the 200 random deletion sequences for all 20 food webs.
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those from four categories of species, defined by their trophic
relationship with the deleted species: (a) prey but not predator,
(b) predator but not prey, (c) neither predator nor prey and (d)
predator and prey. Contributions from the last category tended to
be very small (Supplementary Fig. 11) and are not considered
further. The total contributions from the three other categories,
averaged over all 200 deletion sequences, are plotted in Fig. 2b
against the proportion of species remaining, F. Interestingly, the
average total contribution from prey of the deleted species tended
to be much larger than that from those species that were neither
prey nor predators (Fig. 2b). This is critically important: the latter
category includes all those fish species that are mainly in a true or
‘apparent’ competitive relation with the deleted species. Compe-
titive release therefore plays only a minor role in shaping the BEF
relation in large complex food webs, despite its recognized
importance for simpler communities8,43,44. The contribution
from species that were predators of the deleted species was
intermediate in magnitude between contributions from species
that were prey of the deleted species and those that were neither
prey nor predators (Fig. 2b). This contribution was negative and
its smaller magnitude in comparison with the contribution from
prey of the deleted species can be explained by inefficient transfer
of energy from prey to predators. Previous modelling studies of
marine communities have frequently demonstrated prey-release
following depletion of predators, using EwE (Ecopath with
Ecosim) and Atlantis45,46. However, these models did not fully
resolve the communities to species level and also did not examine
the consistency of this effect on BEF relations as species are
sequentially deleted.

Decomposing the fish community’s response to species
deletion even further, we show in Fig. 3 the sum of positive
changes in production of fish species with different degrees of
separation from the deleted species, as well as the sum of negative
changes. Remarkably, species that were neither predators nor
prey of the deleted species responded with larger positive and
negative gross changes in production than prey and predators
(Fig. 3). Contributions from fish species at four degrees of
separation were largest, with a sharp decrease in contributions
from species at higher degrees of separations. This could reflect
more fish species with increasing degree of separation (each fish
species is typically connected to many other species; Table 1),
until nearly all fish species have been accounted for. The sum of

the absolute positive and negative gross changes in production for
species that were neither predator nor prey is typically at least an
order of magnitude greater than the net change shown in Fig. 2b;
the positive and negative changes mostly cancel each other.

Effect of interaction asymmetry for BEF relations. Our ran-
dom-deletion study demonstrates that while realistically complex
food webs produce MM-shaped BEF curves as empirically found
for single trophic systems1,3,5, the underlying mechanism is
entirely different. For communities consisting of just one trophic
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level, the main structuring mechanisms are various forms of
competition or their absence (niche differentiation)44, even when
other interactions, for example facilitation by ecosystem
engineers, also play a role47. Such competitive interactions are
typically mediated through shared limiting resources, such as
light, nutrients or food, and are therefore approximately
symmetric. If competition is perfectly symmetric, then one can
show mathematically (Supplementary Methods) that this leads to
an increase in community production with each species added
and a loss of production with each species deleted. Thus, the BEF
relation is predictably positive in any instance. With approximate
symmetry, one can expect the relation to be positive in the
majority of instances.

When direct predator–prey interactions dominate in shaping
BEF relations, as is the case here, this interaction symmetry is lost.
Consequently, even though production declines for random
deletion sequences on average, there are many instances where
deletions lead to an increase in production—22% of deletions in
our simulations (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Figs 6 and 7). In these
complex food webs, a positive association between biodiversity
and production is therefore not as inevitable as for competitive
communities.

Non-random deletion sequences. Deletions in order of
decreasing body mass or decreasing trophic level both resulted in
an increasing average production trend at high richness levels,
before average production started to decline (Fig. 4a). When fish
species were deleted in order of decreasing maturation body mass,
the contributions from prey of the deleted species are inflated
relative to the null random-deletion case (Supplementary
Fig. 12a). The same result was found when species were deleted
in order of decreasing trophic level (Supplementary Fig. 12b). In
contrast, deletions in order of decreasing biomass or connectivity
led to average production declining more quickly relative to the
null scenario, with a convex shape for the BEF relation in the
former case (Fig. 4b).

Unselective multispecies fishing. In view of the strong depen-
dence of BEF relations on the way in which species are deleted,
the question arises as to what kind of relations will emerge for
scenarios where fish species are harvested simultaneously rather
than sequentially. We therefore also investigated the case of

unselective multispecies fisheries, which has been studied in
fisheries science48 and has been used to approximate fishing
regimes for the North and Celtic Sea demersal fish
communities35. Experiments were performed on each of the 20
model food webs where all fish species experienced a constant
harvesting rate H, which varied in each experiment from
0.06 to 8 year� 1 in increments of 0.02 year� 1 (Methods). At
H¼ 8 year� 1, no fish species survived in any of the 20 webs. The
relation between F and mean total fish production in these fished
webs is shown in Fig. 5, which follows a linear trend with
declining biodiversity. We also include in Fig. 5 the mean values
of fisheries yields corresponding to the fishing regimes applied
(total fish biomass � H). Mean yield reaches the highest values at
around F¼ 0.4, where around 60% of fish species are extirpated.
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Discussion
Natural communities are generally thought of as complex systems
with high interconnectedness of constituent components, yet
previous models have fallen short of capturing the reticulate and
adaptive nature of dynamic food webs in LME. Earlier
mechanistic studies of BEF in food webs have focused on webs
with a small number of species assigned to discrete trophic
levels9,11,12. In such models, low trophic complementarity, that is,
high overlap between species in their roles as consumers and
resources, leads to high resource- and consumer-mediated
competition and saturating or even hump-shaped BEF
relationships12. For these simple discrete trophic level (layered)
models, effective competitive (or ‘trophic niche’) overlaps as
defined by Bastolla et al.49 and Chesson & Kuang50 are always
positive, leading to a consistently negative effect of competition
on abundance and production. However, in realistically complex
non-layered food webs with many species and omnivory,
appropriately defined effective competitive overlaps can be
either positive or negative36. This explains the incoherent
responses of indirectly connected species following random
species deletions, which we report here (Figs 2b and 3). As a
result, competition plays a much smaller role in determining
BEF relations than direct predator–prey interactions.
Furthermore, because a predator–prey pair has fundamentally
asymmetric trophic effects on each other, production decreases
only on average with each deletion of a random species, not in
each instance as symmetric competitive models suggest
(Supplementary Methods). In future work, there is a need to
quantify the degree of symmetry in real competitive systems,
especially at larger scales, to test the appropriateness of symmetry
assumptions in competition models.

We found that using ordered instead of random deletion
sequences qualitatively changed the shapes of the BEF relations
(Fig. 4). This is consistent with results using simpler food-web
models9,51, but our results are valuable in specifying how the BEF
relations are expected to change in LME, which is a priori unclear
due to their greater complexity. Deletions by decreasing
maturation body mass or trophic level increased the effects of
prey-release (Supplementary Fig. 12). This was because species
with a larger maturation body mass or trophic level were
generally able to feed on more species, representing a greater
range of body masses achieved during growth, which increases
the size range of prey that can be consumed. In contrast, deletions
by decreasing biomass or connectivity both led to a steeper
decline in production relative to random deletions. The
underlying reason is that species with higher biomasses or that
are more connected also tend to have higher production
(Supplementary Fig. 13), such that species with high production
tend to be removed first in both scenarios. This resulted
in a sharply increasing, convex BEF relation (up to the pristine
biodiversity) for deletions in order of decreasing biomass.
A similar pattern has been found in observational studies of
pollination by bee species52, dung burial by dung beetles52,
biomass of coral reef fish species6,17 and biomass of deep-sea
nematodes16,17. The cause of the sharply increasing, convex deep-
sea nematode biomass trend has been postulated to be mutualistic
interactions16; in contrast, the convex functioning trends found in
the other three studies are more likely to be explained by the
highest functioning species being the most extinction-prone17,52,
such that species with the highest functioning are lost first—this is
also how convex relationships between richness and production
can be generated in our model food webs. In addition, our model
results for deletions in order of decreasing connectivity are
consistent with expectations from topological models33. Our
results confirm that upward-bending BEF relations can arise
when traits defining extinction risk and functioning overlap,

using an explicitly mechanistic model. In this case, the loss in
functioning dominates gains from prey-release (Supplementary
Fig. 13), a finding that is a priori unclear and cannot simply be
extrapolated from studies using simpler systems.

The time to reach a new equilibrium after a species deletion
varied from 0.3 to 28,500 years in simulations, with a median of
22.5 years. In real marine ecosystems with heavy fishing pressure,
there may be insufficient time in between species extinctions to
allow the full effects of an extinction to be manifested. This could
qualitatively alter the shapes of the BEF relations found53,54; for
example, a saturating curve may become more linear due to
weaker prey-release effects. In addition, we did not examine
species invasions, which are common in coastal marine
ecosystems55. Future studies could use the model food webs
that we have generated to examine BEF relations under increasing
species richness, representing species invasions.

We also found that when all fish species were simultaneously
harvested in our model food webs, simulating the efforts of
unselective multispecies fisheries, the BEF relation obtained was
flatter than that in the random deletion null case (Fig. 5). Large
species with low population growth rates typically became extinct
first with increasing harvesting rate H (Supplementary Fig. 14),
consistent with empirical findings that the largest species are the
most sensitive to fishing pressure27,28. This might have been
expected to result in greater production than the null case due to
greater release of prey from predation, as in the case where fish
species were sequentially deleted in order of decreasing body
mass (Fig. 4a). However, with multispecies fishing, the prey
species are fished simultaneously, thus suppressing their response
to a decrease in predation. In addition, we found that multispecies
sustainable yield peaked when around 60% of fish species have
been lost (Fig. 5). This is higher than the percentages of collapsed
species (witho10% of their unfished biomass) predicted to
correspond to near-maximal multispecies yields by analyses of a
suite of marine ecosystem models parameterized for 31
ecosystems, which included examination of the unselective
fishing scenario48 (B30–40%). The peak in yield at a lower
percentage predicted by these models could be because they are
not fully species-resolved, unlike the model we used. This could
have resulted in an underestimate of the positive effect of prey-
release on functioning and yield, such that yield peaks when fewer
species have collapsed.

We caution that our study has focused only on production and
the abstraction of trophic interactions from communities,
resulting in narrowing of the functional scope. For example,
standing stock biomass, a commonly used measure of ecosystem
functioning, could be considered in addition to biomass
production. Although average biomass density follows largely
the same trends as average production in our model, it decreases
more quickly with deletions by decreasing body mass than for
random deletions, in contrast to average production
(Supplementary Fig. 15). The underlying reason is that species
with large body masses have the slowest growth rates but tend to
have large biomasses when unexploited (Supplementary Methods,
Supplementary Fig. 2), so their preferential removal leads to
declines in biomass that are greater than declines in production.
Thus, simultaneous maintenance of biomass and production
under targeted deletions of large species requires conservation of
more species than if production was considered in isolation.
Consideration of more types of functioning would increase the
required number of species further, as would inclusion of
different timescales, more locations and other types of environ-
mental change56.

The results presented help to inform policy-makers on
situations where arguments for biodiversity conservation based
on BEF relations for provisioning ecosystem services57,58 may be
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weakened. Our analyses suggest that such situations are likely to
be common for complex food webs. Thus, other arguments for
biodiversity conservation should be considered more
prominently59–61. These include conservation of biodiversity to
promote the stability of ecosystems and hence the steady flow of
ecosystem services59. In addition, there is an argument for
conserving biodiversity for its own sake60, which is a
fundamentally non-utilitarian viewpoint that might be viewed as
distinct from the argument that biodiversity should be conserved
because of the aesthetic enjoyment that it provides to humans.

Methods
Generation and validation of model food webs. The PDMM34, used here to
predict BEF relations, simulates population dynamics in complex food webs linking
thousands of species. Each model species is characterized in terms of its maturation
body mass, its trophic niche as a consumer and as a resource, and its time-
dependent population biomass. Consumer functional responses are of Holling type
II (saturating), modified to describe prey-switching. Intra- and inter-specific
competition among producers is described by Lotka–Volterra dynamics (see
Supplementary Methods for a full model description). Access to the Cþþ code by
which the PDMM is implemented can be arranged through A.G.R. on request.

The 20 model food webs were generated using 20 independent runs of the
PDMM assembly algorithm, with values of 10 essential ecological properties
compared with those of real large marine shelf communities (Table 1,
Supplementary Methods, Supplementary Tables 2–6). We verified that all our
statistical results were robust with the sample size of 20—essentially the same
results were obtained with only 10 model webs. Simulated BEF relations were
obtained by sequentially and randomly deleting fish species from each of the model
food webs, with simulation of the population dynamics of the resulting webs until
dynamic equilibria were reached. We quantified biomass production for each
species population as the product of biomass intake (or consumption) rate and
assimilation efficiency, after a food web had reached a population-dynamical
equilibrium. In reality, ongoing environmental fluctuations will prevent ecological
communities from ever reaching such equilibria. However, the equilibrium
condition is used here for easy comparison with both theory8,9,11,12 and
experiments1,3,5. The sum of biomass production of all fish species was used as a
measure of ecosystem functioning, whereas the proportion of fish species
remaining in a community was used to measure biodiversity.

BEF relations under random deletions. Ten random deletion sequences were
evaluated for each of the 20 model food webs, resulting in a total of 200 simulated
BEF relations. Mean total fish production P as a function of proportion of species
remaining F was computed by first averaging results for each of 300 equally spaced
intervals in F between 0 and 1. This number of intervals was chosen because it
ensures that each food web contributes at most one production value (averaged
over 10 random deletion sequences) to each interval, so that each of the 300
averages is taken over production values that are independent. The BEF curve was
then smoothed using a second degree polynomial LOESS smoother, with the span
parameter chosen to minimize the corrected Akaike information criterion62. In
addition, the smoothed relationship was fitted by two rival functions—a saturating
Michaelis–Menten (MM) function and a non-saturating power-law function—
using the Gauss–Newton non-linear least squares algorithm, as implemented in
R63. Both functions have two parameters. Explicitly, the MM function is given by

P ¼ AF
FþB

ð1Þ

and the power-law function by

P ¼ CFD; ð2Þ
where A, B, C and D are the fitted parameters. Goodness-of-fit was assessed using
the R2 statistic as well as the root mean square error.

The mean change in P resulting from random deletion of a species is the net
effect of the direct loss of production by that species and the indirect responses in
production from the remaining (undeleted) species. To understand the
mechanisms underlying the shape of the BEF relation found, we first quantified the
mean direct and indirect effects of the deletion of a single species in our
simulations. To obtain a deeper understanding, we further partitioned the indirect
effects into contributions from four categories of species, defined by their trophic
relationship with the deleted species: species that were prey of the deleted species
but not predators; predators but not prey; neither predators nor prey; and both
predators and prey. Species were considered to be in a predator–prey relationship if
the prey contributed 41% to the biomass of the predator’s diet64.

When drawing the relationships described, the mid-point of each F interval is
plotted on the x-axis.

BEF relations under ordered deletions. The random deletion scenario controls
for the effects of species composition, but assumes species have equal extinction

probabilities. However, fish species could have different extinction probabilities
based on traits that affect vulnerability to extinction. Notably, there is evidence of
preferential targeting of fish species with larger body masses27,28, higher trophic
levels29,30 and larger biomasses31,32. To examine how these different trait-based
extinction scenarios affect the shape of the BEF relation, we repeated the
experiments but with fish species deleted according to decreasing maturation body
mass, trophic level and biomass, and used the results in each case to derive a
corresponding relationship between fish species richness and total fish production.
The trophic level of a fish species is calculated as 1 plus the weighted mean of the
trophic levels of all its prey species, with the weights being the proportional
contribution of each prey species to its total consumption of biomass per year.
Previous modelling studies have suggested that targeted removal of the most
connected species in an ecological network results in large effects on food-web
structure33. Therefore, to test this hypothesis, we also performed experiments
where species were deleted in order of decreasing connectivity, defined as the
number of species consumed by plus the number of species that consume a
species.

BEF relations under unselective multispecies harvesting. In the preceding
scenarios, fish species are deleted sequentially, to quantify BEF relations across the
spectrum of possible biodiversity levels. Such deletions could represent sequential
targeting of species by fisheries, with the biomass of each species driven to zero or
close to zero before another species is targeted. However, fisheries often cause
mortality of multiple species at once, for example by using trawls or purse seines65.
Therefore, we also performed experiments on each of the 20 food webs where all
fish species experience a constant harvesting rate H, defined as the rate of removal
of the total biomass of a fish species population by fishing. H was varied in the
experiments from 0.06 year� 1 to 8 year� 1 in increments of 0.02 year� 1. The lower
limit reflects the lowest value of H found from fishing regimes in the Celtic and
North Seas35, whereas the upper limit ensures removal of all fish species in all webs.
In each experiment, fishing was applied to all fish species in a model food web until
a new community equilibrium was reached, at which point the fish species richness
and total fish production were both recorded. All species with a maturation body
mass above 10� 3 kg were considered fish species (see Supplementary Methods for
a detailed justification and discussion). The recorded richness and production
values from all experiments were then used to derive the average BEF relation, as in
the sequential deletion scenarios. In addition, the sustainable yield in each
experiment was calculated as the equilibrium total fish biomass multiplied by H.
These yields were then used together with the richness values to produce a
relationship between richness and mean yield.
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Supplementary Figures 

 

                

Supplementary Figure 1. Realised consumer-resource maturation body mass ratios for 

fish species in a PDMM food web. Realised consumer-resource maturation body mass 

( Mmat ) ratio against Mmat  for all 206 fish species in one of the 20 PDMM temperate shelf 

food webs used (corresponding to Model food web 1 in Supplementary Table 3). Each data 

point is colored according to the trophic level of the species it represents, rounded to the 

nearest integer. Rounded trophic levels of 2, 3, 4 and 5 are represented by yellow, red, blue 

and grey respectively. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Body mass-biomass distribution for species in a PDMM food 

web. Biomass density (biomass, B, divided by system area, a) against maturation body mass 

( Mmat ) for all species in one of the 20 PDMM temperate shelf food webs used 

(corresponding to Model food web 1 in Supplementary Table 3). Each data point is colored 

according to the trophic level of the species it represents, rounded to the nearest integer. 

Rounded trophic levels of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are represented by green, yellow, red, blue and 

grey respectively. The dashed vertical line denotes the minimum Mmat  threshold above 

which a model species is categorised as a fish species. 
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Supplementary Figure 3. Diet-partitioning functions for 10 PDMM food webs. Dietary 

diversity of fish species against the diet threshold for 10 of the 20 PDMM temperate shelf 

food webs used (corresponding to Model food webs 1-10 in Supplementary Tables 3 and 4). 

The dietary diversity is measured as the average number of resource species consumed by a 

fish species, where a species is counted as a resource if the logit of its proportional diet 

contribution is above the logarithm of the diet threshold.  
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Supplementary Figure 4. Diversity spectrum for a PDMM food web. Probability density 

function of asymptotic body masses on a log10 scale ( fY
Y , where Y  log10 M  and 

M  is the asymptotic body mass) against M  for all 206 fish species in one PDMM 

temperate shelf food web used (corresponding to Model food web 1 in Supplementary Table 

3). The function derived from a fitted truncated Pareto distribution is also shown.  
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Supplementary Figure 5. Biomass size-spectra for 10 PDMM food webs. Biomass 

density (biomass, B, divided by system area, a) against individual body mass (M) for fish 

species in 10 of the 20 PDMM temperate shelf food webs used (corresponding to Model 

food webs 1-10 in Supplementary Tables 3 and 4).  
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Supplementary Figure 6. Richness-production relations produced from all deletion 

sequences for the first 10 PDMM food webs. Total fish biomass production P against fish 

species richness S for each of the 100 simulated random deletion sequences performed for 

the first 10 PDMM temperate shelf food webs used (corresponding to Model food webs 1-10 

in Supplementary Tables 3 and 4; 10 deletion sequences were simulated for each web). 
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Supplementary Figure 7. Richness-production relations produced from all deletion 

sequences for the last 10 PDMM food webs. Total fish biomass production P against fish 

species richness S for each of the 100 simulated random deletion sequences performed for 

the last 10 PDMM temperate shelf food webs used (corresponding to Model food webs 11-

20 in Supplementary Tables 5 and 6; 10 deletion sequences were simulated for each web). 
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Supplementary Figure 8. Coefficient of variation for total fish biomass production 

against normalised fish species richness for random deletions. The coefficient of 

variation (CV) in total fish biomass production P at each normalised richness value was 

derived from the 200 random deletion sequences for all 20 PDMM temperate shelf food 

webs. 
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Supplementary Figure 9. Partitioning of variance in total fish biomass production 

across normalised fish species richness for random deletions. Sum of squared differences 

between total fish biomass production values and the mean (SS) across all normalised fish 

species richness values, derived from the 200 random deletion sequences for all 20 PDMM 

temperate shelf food webs. SS was partitioned into variation in production between and 

within food webs.  
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Supplementary Figure 10. Total fish biomass production against normalised fish 

species richness for random deletions. Point-wise means (black), standard deviations 

(grey) and a fitted Michaelis-Menten function (light blue), based on the 200 random deletion 

sequences for all 20 PDMM temperate shelf food webs (10 sequences per web). 
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Supplementary Figure 11. Change in production due to species that were both prey 

and predators of deleted species. Contributions to the change in total fish biomass 

production P from species that were both prey and predators of deleted species, derived from 

the 200 random deletion sequences for all 20 PDMM temperate shelf food webs (10 

sequences per web). These species only occurred in 214 out of a total of 30,100 deletions; 

thus, contributions were zero in the vast majority of cases (the cluster of crosses at zero 

forms the thick, black horizontal line). The mean absolute contribution, 0.00216 g m-2 yr-1, is 

125 times smaller than the mean absolute contribution from all other undeleted species (the 

“Prey of deleted”, “Predators of deleted” and “Neither” species in Fig. 2b of the main text). 

Therefore, contributions from species that were both prey and predators of deleted species 

were negligible.   
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Supplementary Figure 12. Components of total change in fish biomass production 

following ordered species deletions. The change in production (P) from the responses of 

undeleted species to species deletions are split into those from prey and predators of the 

deleted species as well as from species that were neither prey nor predators, for a, deletions 

by decreasing body mass and b, decreasing trophic level. Each panel shows point-wise 

means (thin lines) with standard errors (pale colours) and LOESS smoothers (thick lines), 

based on 20 ordered deletions for all 20 PDMM temperate shelf food webs. Note the wider 

y-axis scale compared with that in Fig. 2b.  
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Supplementary Figure 13. Change in production due to species that were prey of the 

deleted species and due to the deleted species. The change in total fish biomass production 

(P) from the responses of undeleted species that were prey of the deleted species as well as 

from loss of the deleted species, for a, deletions by decreasing biomass and b, decreasing 

connectivity. Each panel shows point-wise means (thin lines) with standard errors (pale 

colours) and LOESS smoothers (thick lines), based on 20 ordered deletions for all 20 

PDMM temperate shelf food webs.  
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Supplementary Figure 14. Smallest unsustainable harvesting rate against maturation 

body mass under unselective multispecies fishing.  In the multispecies fishing scenario, 

the smallest harvesting rates (H) causing the extinction of each fish species in the 20 PDMM 

food webs are plotted against their maturation body masses. The red line is a 1,001 point 

running median whereas the blue line is a two-parameter median regression line given by 

H  2.13 Mmat 0.249
. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between the two variables 

ranges from -0.75 to -0.44 for the 20 food webs. 
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Supplementary Figure 15. Predicted mean total fish biomass against normalised fish 

species richness for random and ordered deletions. Biomass-richness relations are shown 

for a, random deletions and deletions by decreasing body mass and trophic level, and b, 

random deletions and deletions by decreasing biomass and connectivity. For each relation, 

point-wise means (thin lines), standard errors (pale colours) and LOESS smoothers (thick 

lines) are presented, based on the 20 ordered deletions for all 20 food webs. The two dotted 

horizontal lines mark the initial total fish biomass and 50% of this value. 
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Supplementary Tables 

 

Parameter Definition Value Data Source(s) 

Parameters determining trait values of new species 

d Determines rate of evolution of Mmat   2.5  

D Niche space dimension  5  

Mmin  Minimum Mmat  of a model species  1015
 kg Beardall et al.1; 

Fenchel & Finlay2  

Mmax Maximum Mmat  of a model species  102.54  kg Froese & Pauly3
 

p Determines number of new species per iteration of 

PDMM assembly algorithm 

0.01  

rF , rV Radii of hyperspheres for the foraging traits ( rF ) and 

vulnerability traits ( rV) 

100, 5.08  
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F , V Control phylogenetic correlations of foraging traits (F ) 

and vulnerability traits (V )  

1.5, 1.4  

Parameters specifying food-web dynamics 

a Area occupied by modelled food web 61011 m2 Sea Around Us Project4 

Cb  Prefactor for consumer attack rate 1.86107  kg-3/4 yr-1  

Clc Prefactor for consumer metabolic loss rate 0.259 kg1/4 yr-1 Brown et al.5 

Cr max Prefactor for consumer maximum net growth rate 5Clc  

Cmax  Prefactor for producer maximum net growth rate 0.182 kg1/4 yr-1 Niklas & Enquist6 

PN ,max  

 

Maximum NPP of a single producer species in 

monoculture per unit planar area 

0.055 kg m-2 yr-1 Sea Around Us Project4;  

Peters7 

p  Probability of one producer species having a negative 

antagonistic effect on another 

0.0025  

wc Consumer niche width 0.75  
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ws Switching similarity width 0.75  

c Determines how quickly trophic interaction strength 

decreases when consumer-resource Mmat  ratio increases 

above preferred ratio, c  

0.07  

c Determines how quickly trophic interaction strength 

decreases when consumer-resource Mmat  ratio decreases 

below preferred ratio, c  

0.25  

c  Preferred consumer-resource Mmat  ratio 102 Jennings et al.8,9 

  Consumer assimilation efficiency 0.6 Hendriks10 

  Strength of negative antagonistic effect of one producer 

species on another 

0.4  

b  Allometric exponent for consumer attack rate -0.25 Peters7; Ware11; Andersen & 

Beyer12 
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 lc Allometric exponent for consumer metabolic loss rate  -0.25 Brown et al.5 

 r max Allometric exponent for consumer maximum net growth 

rate 

-0.25 Savage et al.13 

 max  Allometric exponent for producer maximum net growth 

rate 

-0.25 Niklas & Enquist6 

 

Supplementary Table 1. List of PDMM parameters with definitions and values, together with data sources used to derive values. Mmat  is 

the maturation body mass of a species. 
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Property Data source(s) for empirically derived values Study locations pertaining to 
empirically derived values 

Phytoplankton S Smith et al.14; Ojaveer et al.15 142 natural and 239 experimental 
aquatic ecosystems, Baltic Sea 

Fish S Froese & Pauly3 Celtic-Biscay Shelf, North Sea 

Dietary diversity of fish spp. Rossberg et al.16 North Sea, Eastern Bering Sea, 
Northwest Atlantic Shelf, Open North 

Atlantic, Open Tropical Atlantic, 
South China Sea 

Diet-partitioning exponent 
for fish spp. 

Rossberg et al.16; Rossberg17 

Mmat  of phytoplankton spp. Beardall et al.1; Barnes et al.18 North Sea, Irminger Sea, Benguela 
upwelling, Norwegian Sea, 5 

unspecified locations 
in Atlantic Ocean 

Mmat  of fish spp. Froese & Pauly3 Celtic-Biscay Shelf, North Sea 

Trophic level of fish spp. Froese & Pauly3 Celtic-Biscay Shelf, North Sea 

Slope of diversity spectrum Reuman et al.19 Celtic-Biscay Shelf, North Sea 

Slope of biomass size-
spectrum 

Jennings & Blanchard20 North Sea 

B a  of fish species Fung et al.21 North Sea 

 

Supplementary Table 2. Data sources and study locations for empirically derived values of 10 key food-web properties. S denotes 

“species richness”, Mmat  denotes “Maturation body mass” and B a  denotes “Biomass density” (Biomass, B, divided by system area, a).  
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Property Model Model Model Model Model Empirical 

 food web 1 food web 2 food web 3 food web 4 food web 5 range 

Phytoplankton S 2,708 2,841 2,700 2,715 2,726 268 - 1,700 

Fish S 206 156 235 228 152 192 - 314 

Dietary diversity of fish spp. 7.59 7.36 7.25 8.05 7.92 6 - 14 

Diet-partitioning exponent for fish 
spp. 

0.624 0.581 0.605 0.644 0.631 0.21 - 0.66 

Mmat  of phytoplankton spp. (kg) 10–14.7 - 10–10.4 10–14.7 - 10–10.9 10–14.7 - 10–9.01 10–14.7 - 10–10.9 10–14.7 - 10–10.6 10–15 - 10–8.69 

Mmat  of fish spp. (kg) 10–2.93 - 102.11 10–2.99 - 102.32 10–2.97 - 102.23 10–2.99 - 101.71 10–2.99 - 101.68 10–3 - 102.54 

Trophic level of fish spp. 2.08 - 4.99 2.15 - 5.32 2.03 - 5.44 2.48 - 5.22 2.19 - 4.94 2 - 4.35 

Slope of diversity spectrum 0.263 0.214 0.406 0.287 0.472 0.163 - 0.460 

Slope of biomass size-spectrum 0.0145 0.0178 –0.161 –0.274 –0.220 –0.25 - 0.025 

B a  of fish species (kg m-2) 10–6.83 - 10–1.60 10–7.55 - 10–1.89 10–11.9 - 10–2.32 10–6.95 - 10–2.00 10–10.3 - 10–2.25 10–10.1 - 10–2.28 

 

Supplementary Table 3. Values of 10 key properties for five of the 10 PDMM food webs used, compared with empirically derived values. 

The five model food webs were produced from the first five of 20 runs of the PDMM assembly algorithm, whereas the empirically derived 

values pertain to temperate shelf communities in the Northeast Atlantic. S denotes “species richness”, Mmat  denotes “Maturation body mass” and 

B a  denotes “Biomass density” (Biomass, B, divided by system area, a). In calculating the slopes of the diversity spectra, lower bounds of 1 kg 

were used except for Model food web 2, for which a lower bound of 5 kg was used.   
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Property Model Model Model Model Model Empirical 

 food web 6 food web 7 food web 8 food web 9 food web 10 range 

Phytoplankton S 2,559 2,785 2,758 2,850 2,859 268 - 1,700 

Fish S 193 178 280 195 185 192 - 314 

Dietary diversity of fish spp. 7.22 6.67 7.49 7.33 7.36 6 - 14 

Diet-partitioning exponent for fish 
spp. 

0.592 0.581 0.617 0.617 0.606 0.21 - 0.66 

Mmat  of phytoplankton spp. (kg) 10–14.7 - 10–9.86 10–14.7 - 10–10.7 10–14.7 - 10–11.0 10–14.7 - 10–10.7 10–14.7 - 10–10.4 10–15 - 10–8.69 

Mmat  of fish spp. (kg) 10–2.97 - 102.30 10–2.99 - 102.28 10–2.98 - 102.12 10–3.00 - 102.47 10–3.00 - 102.10 10–3 - 102.54 

Trophic level of fish spp. 2.35 - 4.98 2.10 - 5.09 2.21 - 5.19 2.36 - 5.25 2.06 - 5.28 2 - 4.35 

Slope of diversity spectrum 0.398 0.196 0.244 0.227 0.149 0.163 - 0.460 

Slope of biomass size-spectrum –0.183 –0.0630 –0.0220 –0.0982 0.0234 –0.25 - 0.025 

B a  of fish species (kg m-2) 10–9.68 - 10–2.03 10–9.23 - 10–2.10 10–12.9 - 10–2.04 10–7.75 - 10–2.19 10–7.59 - 10–2.15 10–10.1 - 10–2.28 

 

Supplementary Table 4. Values of 10 key properties for five of the 10 PDMM food webs used, compared with empirically derived values. 

The five model food webs were produced from the second five of 20 runs of the PDMM assembly algorithm, whereas the empirically derived 

values pertain to temperate shelf communities in the Northeast Atlantic. S denotes “species richness”, Mmat  denotes “Maturation body mass” and 

B a  denotes “Biomass density” (Biomass, B, divided by system area, a). In calculating the slopes of the diversity spectra, a lower bound of 1 kg 

was used for all model food webs. 
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Property Model Model Model Model Model Empirical 

 food web 11 food web 12 food web 13 food web 14 food web 15 range 

Phytoplankton S 2,809 2,854 2,618 2,765 2,802 268 - 1,700 

Fish S 191 149 222 162 157 192 - 314 

Dietary diversity of fish spp. 7.63 7.11 7.56 7.10 6.17 6 - 14 

Diet-partitioning exponent for fish 
spp. 

0.602 0.578 0.591 0.566 0.509 0.21 - 0.66 

Mmat  of phytoplankton spp. (kg) 10–14.7 - 10–10.4 10–14.7 - 10–11.2 10–14.7 - 10–10.4 10–14.7 - 10–10.4 10–14.7 - 10–10.0 10–15 - 10–8.69 

Mmat  of fish spp. (kg) 10–2.99 – 101.91 10–2.93 – 101.78 10–3.00 - 102.04 10–2.97 - 102.15 10–2.97 - 102.23 10–3 - 102.54 

Trophic level of fish spp. 2.03 - 5.23 2.22 - 5.08 2.06 - 5.38 2.13 - 4.91 2.25 - 5.35 2 - 4.35 

Slope of diversity spectrum 0.491 0.472 0.270 0.266 0.204 0.163 - 0.460 

Slope of biomass size-spectrum –0.351 –0.536 –0.232 –0.0189 0.0133 –0.25 - 0.025 

B a  of fish species (kg m-2) 10–10.5 - 10–2.21 10–10.2 - 10–2.23 10–13.0 - 10–1.68 10–9.62 - 10–1.76 10–9.04 - 10–1.85 10–10.1 - 10–2.28 

 

Supplementary Table 5. Values of 10 key properties for five of the 20 PDMM food webs used, compared with empirically derived values. 

The five model food webs were produced from the third five of 20 runs of the PDMM assembly algorithm, whereas the empirically derived 

values pertain to temperate shelf communities in the Northeast Atlantic. S denotes “species richness”, Mmat  denotes “Maturation body mass” and 

B a  denotes “Biomass density” (Biomass, B, divided by system area, a). In calculating the slopes of the diversity spectra, lower bounds of 1 kg 

were used except for Model food web 15, for which a lower bound of 3 kg was used.   
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Property Model Model Model Model Model Empirical 

 food web 16 food web 17 food web 18 food web 19 food web 20 range 

Phytoplankton S 2,745 2,961 2,772 2,865 2,891 268 - 1,700 

Fish S 224 181 209 154 148 192 - 314 

Dietary diversity of fish spp. 6.76 7.10 7.20 7.05 6.74 6 - 14 

Diet-partitioning exponent for fish 
spp. 

0.553 0.568 0.564 0.587 0.550 0.21 - 0.66 

Mmat  of phytoplankton spp. (kg) 10–14.7 - 10–11.0 10–14.7 - 10–10.9 10–14.7 - 10–10.7 10–14.7 - 10–10.8 10–14.7 - 10–10.5 10–15 - 10–8.69 

Mmat  of fish spp. (kg) 10–3.00 - 102.35 10–2.96 - 101.96 10–2.99 - 102.15 10–2.97 - 101.89 10–2.96 - 101.93 10–3 - 102.54 

Trophic level of fish spp. 2.31 - 5.29 2.30 - 4.97 2.15 - 5.41 2.40 - 4.80 2.08 - 5.53 2 - 4.35 

Slope of diversity spectrum 0.207 0.257 0.397 0.490 0.350 0.163 - 0.460 

Slope of biomass size-spectrum –0.0051 –0.170 –0.199 –0.383 –0.243 –0.25 - 0.025 

B a  of fish species (kg m-2) 10–10.7 - 10–1.74 10–8.19 - 10–2.35 10–9.96 - 10–1.83 10–7.75 - 10–2.19 10–5.51 - 10–2.11 10–10.1 - 10–2.28 

 

Supplementary Table 6. Values of 10 key properties for five of the 20 PDMM food webs used, compared with empirically derived values. 

The five model food webs were produced from the last five of 20 runs of the PDMM assembly algorithm, whereas the empirically derived values 

pertain to temperate shelf communities in the Northeast Atlantic. S denotes “species richness”, Mmat  denotes “Maturation body mass” and B a  

denotes “Biomass density” (Biomass, B, divided by system area, a). In calculating the slopes of the diversity spectra, lower bounds of 1 kg were 

used except for Model food webs 16 and 20, for which lower bounds of 35 kg and 4 kg were used, respectively.   
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Supplementary Methods  

 

Further details on the Population-Dynamical Matching Model (PDMM)  

 

Overview of PDMM: Model elements. The PDMM was originally designed to extend the 

understanding of food-web topology represented by the Matching Model22, by adding an 

explicit representation of interspecific size-structure and biomass dynamics through a system 

of differential equations23. Food-web topology and the strengths of trophic (feeding) 

interactions in the PDMM are determined by the body sizes of consumer and resource 

species together with abstract trophic traits of consumers and resources24. These emerge 

from a community assembly process consisting of a cycle of species introductions and 

simulation of food-web dynamics to a new equilibrium23. In subsequent studies, the PDMM 

was developed and used to represent temperate shelf communities in the Northeast 

Atlantic25–27. The model has been shown to reproduce structural26 and dynamic25,27  

properties of temperate shelf food webs. For the present study we have incorporated 

additional minor modifications to the PDMM to improve control over species richness in 

mature communities during community assembly and to increase its performance in reaching 

equilibrium dynamics. In every other aspect, it is identical to the PDMM implementation in 

Fung et al.26 In the remainder of this subsection and the next two subsections (“Overview of 

PDMM: Community assembly” and “Overview of PDMM: Population dynamics and food-

web structure”), the structure of the PDMM is summarised. The next three subsections 

(“Detailed description of PDMM: Community assembly”, “Detailed Description of PDMM: 

Population dynamics of producer species” and “Detailed Description of PDMM: Population 

dynamics of consumer species”) give a complete model description, highlighting changes 
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made in comparison with Fung et al.26 The parameter values used for the PDMM 

implementation in the present study are also largely the same as those in Fung et al.26, except 

for changes arising from the minor modifications made. These changes in parameterisation 

of the PDMM are described in the last subsection of this section (“Model parameterisation”).  

	
Overview of PDMM: Community assembly. The PDMM uses a stochastic, iterative 

assembly algorithm to construct dynamic model food webs with many species and realistic 

interspecific body size and trophic link structures23,26. One model food web is produced from 

each run of the algorithm. The algorithm starts with an empty model food web (with no 

species) and then repeatedly adds sets of new species to this web, representing invasions23,26. 

Apart from the first set of species, which have body sizes that take fixed default values and 

abstract trophic traits with values chosen from random distributions, new species have trait 

values that are determined by randomly changing those of a species already found in the 

food web. This has the effect of implicitly emulating the effect of phylogenetic structure in a 

hypothetical pool of species from which species invade, as well as evolution of species in 

this pool28. The resulting phylogenetic correlations of the trait values of species within the 

food web have been found to be important determinants of food-web structure22,29–31. In 

between each set of species additions, food-web biomass dynamics are simulated to 

represent the dynamic response of the food web to the species additions23,26. During 

simulation of dynamics, extinct species are removed from the food web, representing a 

natural selection filter for the species subset that can coexist dynamically. The resulting food 

web emerges from a simulation of natural dynamic evolutionary and population processes, 

rather than being pre-specified. This gradual assembly of model food webs using a 

developmental approach (sensu Taylor32) enables the construction of food webs with up to 

thousands of dynamically coexisting species26. 
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Overview of PDMM: Population dynamics and food-web structure. Food-web dynamics 

in the PDMM are specified by linked differential equations that describe gains and losses in 

the biomass of each species’ population due to trophic interactions, metabolism and natural 

mortality. Equations for producers differ from those for consumers, to reflect their 

differences in energy acquisition and growth. Specifically, if the S species in a PDMM food 

web are indexed such that the SP  producer species are allocated indices of 1 to SP  and the 

S  SP  consumer species are allocated higher indices, then the rate of change of the biomass 

of a producer species population i, 1 i  SP , is given by: 

 

dBi

dt
GiBi  fijBj

jSP1

S

 ,  (1.1) 

 

where Bi  denotes the biomass of a producer species i, the coefficient Gi  denotes the realised 

net growth rate of i (discounting losses due to metabolism), and fij  is the functional response 

for consumer species j feeding on i. Producer species i grows at a maximum net growth rate 

max, i  in the absence of other producer species and consumption by consumer species. This 

maximum net growth rate is reduced in the presence of other producer species, due to 

competition for limiting resources such as light and nutrients and also transmission of 

diseases (by pathogens such as viruses). The exact form of Gi  used for the PDMM version 

in this study differs from that for the PDMM version used in Fung et al.26 and is described in 

detail in the subsection “Detailed description of PDMM: Population dynamics of producer 

species”, together with the underlying rationale. max, i  scales with the maturation body mass 
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of i, one of the traits modelled for each species, according to an empirically-derived 

allometric equation6.  

 

The functional response fij  is a non-linear Holling type II response extended to include a 

mechanistic theory of prey-switching among multiple resource species33. Functional 

responses are parameterised by the trophic interaction strengths, ckj , between pairs of 

species33. In the PDMM, these parameters depend on the traits of the interacting species. 

Specifically, the value of ckj  is a product of two factors. The first factor describes the 

dependence of trophic interaction strengths on the ratio between consumer and resource 

body masses8,9,34,35. The second factor describes the dependence of interaction strengths on 

the abstract trophic traits of the interacting species. Abstract trophic traits of a species are 

given by numerical vectors of “foraging” traits and “vulnerability” traits, each of length D, 

and trophic interactions become stronger when the foraging traits of the consumer j are 

closer to the vulnerability traits of the resource k [22,24]. Thus, consumption rates are not 

exclusively determined by the size preference of consumers (preferred ratio between 

maturation body mass of a consumer species to that of a consumed species), implying that 

the trophic level of a consumer species does not necessarily increase with its body size 

(maturation body mass), as observed8. The trophic position of a species is defined by all trait 

values in combination. Specific trait values of species arise from the PDMM assembly 

algorithm (see subsection “Detailed description of PDMM: Community assembly” for 

details). 

 

The rate of change of the biomass of a consumer species population i, SP 1 i  S , is given 

by: 
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dBi

dt
 f ji

j1

S

 Bi  fijBj

jSP1

S

  lc, iBi ,  (1.2) 

 

where   is the consumer assimilation efficiency and lc, i  is the metabolic loss rate of 

consumer species i. Parameters of the functional response and metabolism are chosen such 

that populations of consumer species grow at a maximum net rate of rmax, i  when resources 

are not limiting and predation is absent. Both rmax, i  and lc, i  scale with the maturation body 

mass of i according to empirically-derived allometric equations5,36. In equation (1.2), the first 

term on the right-hand side represents the rate at which consumer species i produces biomass 

following consumption, and the sum of these terms for all model fish species is used as the 

measure of production in this study. It is noted that the terms represent the biomass 

assimilated by fish species and therefore available for human harvesting, which is more 

directly relevant in the ecosystem service context considered in this study. In other contexts, 

the biomass ingested may be more appropriate. However, the biomass ingested is simply the 

biomass assimilated divided by  . Thus, the results derived in this study for biomass 

assimilated would also hold if the biomass ingested was used instead, up to a constant 

scaling factor. 

 

Detailed description of PDMM: Community assembly. In each iteration of the stochastic 

assembly algorithm of the PDMM, new species are added to the existing model food web, 

representing invasions. The number of new species is pS 1 rounded down to the nearest 

integer. Here, p is a constant and S is the number of species in the existing food web. Each 

new species is a producer or a consumer with equal probability, unless S  0 , in which case 

all new species are producers because only these can survive. The trophic trait values of each 

new species k are determined by varying those of a randomly chosen species i in the existing 
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food web of the same type (producer or consumer), if possible. This introduces phylogenetic 

correlation of trait values between species (subsection “Overview of PDMM: Community 

assembly”). Specifically, the maturation body mass of a new species k, Mmat,k , is determined 

as 

 

Mmat,k  dMmat,i ,  (1.3) 

 

where Mmat,i  is the maturation body mass of species i  and   is a random number sampled 

from a standard normal distribution, so that loge
2 (d) is the variance of loge Mmat,k when 

iM ,mat  is given. If Mmat,k  falls outside a specified range Mmin , Mmax
 , a new value is 

sampled. 

 

The D vulnerability trait values for species k, arranged in a vector Vk , are determined as 

 

,  (1.4) 

 

where Vi  is the vector of D vulnerability trait values for species i,  is a vector of 

independent random numbers sampled from a standard normal distribution, and V 

determines the strength of phylogenetic correlations among vulnerability traits. The 

vulnerability trait values for both producer and consumer species are constrained within a D-

dimensional hypersphere (sphere generalised to more than three dimensions) of radius rV 

and centred at zero. Constraining the values within a hypersphere helps control the volume 

of trophic niche space and hence species richness26. If a newly sampled vector Vk  lies 
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outside this hypersphere, it is reflected back in at the sphere’s surface. If species k is a 

consumer, then its vector of foraging trait values, Fk , is determined similarly by  

 

,  (1.5) 

 

where F  determines the degree of phylogenetic correlations among foraging traits. 

Analogous to the vulnerability trait values, the foraging trait values are constrained within a 

hypersphere of radius rF  and centered at zero, and if Fk  lies outside this hypersphere, then it 

is reflected back in at the boundary. 

 

If there are no species in the existing food web of the same type as species k, then the trophic 

trait values of the latter are assigned default values. Following Fung et al.26, Mmat,k  is set to a 

default value of 10-10 kg for producers and a default value of 10-7 kg for consumers. In 

addition, the trait vectors Vk  and Fk  are sampled from the corresponding hyperspheres 

assuming even probability distributions26.   

 

Sets of trophic trait values for each new species k are sampled as described above until a set 

is found giving a positive growth rate (invasion fitness36) in the invaded model food web. 

This leads to a set of new species that can all invade the existing community. These are 

added to the food web and food-web dynamics with the new species are simulated until an 

equilibrium is reached or 500 yrs have elapsed. Food-web dynamics are considered to have 

reached an equilibrium when the biomass dynamics of all species in the food web have 

reached an equilibrium, according to criteria as described in Fung et al.26 The waiting time of 

500 yrs is longer than the 200 yrs used in Fung et al.26 and is used to increase the probability 

that the dynamic response of a model food web to a set of species additions is fully captured. 
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An equilibrium was reached during the waiting time of 500 yrs for 92% of approximately 

1,100 iterations of the assembly algorithm used in the present study.  

 

Detailed description of PDMM: Population dynamics of producer species. Food-web 

dynamics are specified by a set of differential equations describing the biomass dynamics of 

each species population. Model dynamics for a producer species i is given by equation 1.1 in 

subsection “Overview of PDMM: Population dynamics and food-web structure”. This 

equation has a term representing growth of the species population, with a net realised growth 

rate represented by Gi  (equation 1.1). Antagonistic interactions between producer species, 

such as competition or transmission of diseases from one species to the other, are 

incorporated into Gi . In the previous implementation of the PDMM26, antagonistic 

interactions among producer species were controlled by an additional set of abstract traits. In 

the present PDMM implementation a logistic model for Gi  is used instead that allows finer 

control of producer species richness, following an approach used frequently in food-web 

models37–39. Specifically, producer species i grows logistically according to 

 

Gi max, i 1
ijBj

K jj1

SP










,  (1.6) 

 

where max, i  is the maximum net growth rate of i, ij  measures the negative effect of 

producer species j on the growth rate of i due to competition for limiting resources or 

transmission of diseases, and K j  is the carrying capacity of j. max, i  is given by an 

allometric equation relating it to the maturation body mass of i, following an empirical 

study6: 
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max, i CmaxMmat,i
max .  (1.7) 

 

The value of ij  is set to one when i  j , reflecting intraspecific competition that is always 

present, and is otherwise set to a random value that may or may not be zero, reflecting 

random interspecific antagonistic interactions. Mathematically,  

 

ij ij  ij ,  (1.8) 

 

where ij 1 for i  j  and is zero otherwise, and for i  j we set  ij   with probability p  

and 0ij  otherwise. With these choices, producer species richness scales approximately as 

)/(1 2
 p  [17]. The carrying capacity of species j, K j , is derived from parameters for which 

empirical data are available, following the approach of previous implementations23,26. In a 

monoculture of producer species j, the maximum net rate of biomass production in the model 

is max, jK j . This is set equal to the empirical maximum net rate of biomass production 

attained by a producer species in monoculture or when dominating a community, which is 

taken to be a constant based on the observed size-independence in real systems40. Thus, 

max, jK j  PN ,maxa , where PN ,max is the empirical maximum net rate of biomass production 

attained by a producer species in monoculture per unit planar area and a is the empirical 

planar area of the system modelled. This gives, 

 

K j 
PN ,maxa

max, j

.  (1.9) 
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The loss rate of producer species i due to predation by consumer species j is determined by 

the functional response fij , details of which are presented in the subsection “Detailed 

description of PDMM: Population dynamics of consumer species” below.  

 

Detailed description of PDMM: Population dynamics of consumer species. The 

population of consumer species j grows by consuming resource species. Consumption of a 

resource species i by a species j is specified by an expression for the functional response fij . 

This has the same form as in Fung et al.26 and is given by 

 

fij 
bjcijBi sikckjBk

k1

S



ckjBk 1 bjTj skmcmjBm

m1

S












k1

S


,  (1.10) 

 

which is a Holling type II response extended to include a mechanistic theory of prey-

switching33. In this functional response, bj  is the attack rate of consumer species j, Tj  is the 

handling time of consumer species j, sik  is the similarity between two prey species i and k 

with respect to prey-switching, and cij  is the trophic interaction strength between resource 

species i and consumer species j. bj  scales allometrically with the maturation body mass of 

the consumer j [7,11,12], Mmat, j , and can thus be written as  

 

bj CbMmat,j
b .  (1.11) 

 

Following Fung et al.26, Tj  
can be expressed as  
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Tj 


rmax, j  lc, j

,  (1.12) 

 

where   is the consumer assimilation efficiency, rmax, j  is the maximum net growth rate of 

consumer species j, and lc, j  is the metabolic loss rate of consumer species j. Both rmax, j  and 

lc, j  scale allometrically with Mmat, j  (subsection “Overview of PDMM: Population dynamics 

and food-web structure”): 

 

rmax, j Cr maxMmat,j
r max ,   (1.13) 

 

lc, j ClcMmat,j
lc .  (1.14) 

 

The coefficient sik  
is modelled as a decreasing function of the Euclidean distance between 

the vulnerability trait vectors of the two resource species i and k [26]. Specifically, 

 

sik  exp 
Vi Vk

2

2ws
2











 ,  (1.15) 

 

where s/1 w  is a measure of the intensity of prey switching. The parameter sw  is called the 

switching similarity width. As explained in subsection “Overview of PDMM: Population 

dynamics and food-web structure”, the coefficient cij  
depends on the body masses and 

abstract trophic traits of resource species i and consumer species j. Specifically26,  
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cij  exp 
Fj Vi

2

2wc
2















Mmat, j

Mmat,i











1

c























c

 for  
Mmat, j

Mmat,i

c ,  (1.16a) 

 

and  

 

cij  exp 
Fj Vi

2

2wc
2















Mmat, j

Mmat,i











1

c























c

  

for  
Mmat, j

Mmat,i

c ,   (1.16b) 

 

where wc  controls how strongly cij  depends on the proximity of the foraging and 

vulnerability trait values, and is called the consumer niche width; c determines the rate of 

decrease of cij  when the consumer-resource maturation body mass ratio Mmat, j Mmat,i  

increases above the preferred ratio c ; and c  determines the rate of decrease  of cij  when 

Mmat, j Mmat,i  decreases below c . From the subsection “Model parameterisation” below, the 

empirically derived value of c 102  [8,9]. In addition, following the logic of Fung et al.26, 

c and c  were chosen to be 0.07 and 0.25 respectively, such that cij  decreases slowly 

when the resource species i decreases below the preferred maturation body mass of 

consumer species j and decreases quicker when it increases above the preferred mass. These 

values ensure that consumer species j feeds on resource species with a wide range of body 

masses, which is typical for marine organisms that change their body masses over many 

orders of magnitude as they grow from larvae to adults (Rossberg35, Section IX.C). For 

example, cod (Gadus morhua) feed on resource species with a range of maturation body 

masses spanning more than 7 orders of magnitude, representing small plankton to adult 

fish1,3,18,41.  
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It is noted that the trophic interaction coefficient cij  depends not only on maturation body 

mass, but also on the foraging traits of consumer species j and the vulnerability traits of 

resource species i. Therefore, species j does not necessarily feed most on resource species 

with the preferred body mass, since consumer preferences are also determined by other 

traits. For example, Supplementary Fig. 1 shows the realised consumer-resource maturation 

body mass ratio for each fish species in one of the PDMM food webs used, on a logarithmic 

scale (Model food web 1 in Supplementary Table 3). This ratio is calculated as the weighted 

geometric mean of the ratios of the maturation body mass of a fish species with the 

maturation body masses of all its resource species, with the weights being the proportional 

contribution of each resource species to the diet of the fish species. The ratios for the 206 

model fish species approximately span the range 10-1–1012, consistent with empirical body 

mass ratios found for 1,501 individual pairs of ectotherm vertebrates and their resources34 

(largely covering the range 10-2–1014). This wide range of realised ratios for the model fish 

species results in a wide range of trophic levels of 2.08-4.99 (Supplementary Table 3), 

encompassing species that are largely planktivorous to those that are largely piscivorous.  

 

Model parameterisation. Because of the new growth term for producer species, the model 

implementation used here has the new parameters PN ,max,  , p , Cmax  and max . This 

subsection describes how these and other parameters are chosen to achieve realistically 

complex model marine food webs corresponding to temperate shelf communities in the 

Northeast Atlantic.  

 

The value of PN ,max  is established by the same approach as used for PG,max  (maximum GPP 

of a single producer species in monoculture per unit planar area) in Fung et al.26 – i.e., the 

value is set to lie below upper bounds corresponding to net primary production rates per unit 
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planar area for the Celtic-Biscay Shelf and North Sea (both situated in the Northeast 

Atlantic). These upper bounds are 4.99 kg m-2 yr-1 and 5.81 kg m-2 yr-1 respectively4,7, so a 

value of 0.055 kg m-2 yr-1 is chosen for PN ,max . Furthermore, Cmax  and max  are set 

according to the allometric equation in Niklas & Enquist6 for max, i , derived using empirical 

data for unicellular algae. This gives values of 0.182 kg1/4 yr-1 and -1/4 respectively. The 10 

other parameters in the PDMM for which empirical data are available for parameterisation 

(see Supplementary Table 1) are chosen as in Fung et al.26, except for a, the system planar 

area; Clc , the prefactor for the allometric equation defining the metabolic loss rate of 

consumer species; and c , the preferred consumer-resource maturation body mass ratio for 

consumer species.  a is now set to 61011 m2, corresponding to the area of the North Sea4 

rather than that of the Celtic Sea. However, following the mathematical argument by Fung et 

al.26, changing a has no major effect on model dynamics. Clc  is now set to 0.259 kg1/4 yr-1 

rather than 0.298 kg1/4 yr-1. The new value is the average of two empirical values from 

Brown et al.5 for the metabolic loss rate of consumer species, the first derived using 

empirical data for fish and the other derived using empirical data for invertebrates, including 

aquatic types. The value of c  is set to 102 instead of 103. Both values are consistent with 

the empirical range of 102-103 found using consumer-resource body mass ratios for a 

demersal fish community8 and a demersal fish and invertebrate community9, both in the 

North Sea.  

 

There are no empirical data to directly constrain   and p , the remaining two new 

parameters in the PDMM implementation used here. After all parameters for which 

empirical data is available had been fixed as described above, the values of these two 

parameters were varied heuristically together with those of 14 other parameters lacking 
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empirical data (Supplementary Table 1), until model food webs could reasonably reproduce 

values of key properties of temperate shelf communities in the Northeast Atlantic (see 

section “Full details of validation of PDMM food webs” for these properties and 

corresponding empirical ranges). This heuristic approach follows that in Rossberg et al.23 

and Fung et al.26; it is necessary because assembly of each model community is 

computationally expensive, lasting from days to weeks even with the use of multi-threading 

over eight processors on a computer cluster. The method gave   0.4 and p  0.0025, and 

values of the other parameters that are the same as in Fung et al. 26, except for 

Cb 1.86107  kg-3/4 yr-1, d  2.5, rV  5.08, F 1.5, V 1.4 and c  0.07. 

Supplementary Table 1 lists all the parameters for the PDMM version used in this study 

together with the values derived and the corresponding data sources used.  

 

 

Full details of validation of PDMM food webs 

 

The 20 complex model food webs used in the present study were generated using 20 

independent runs of the PDMM assembly algorithm. In each run, the algorithm was stopped 

at a point where the number of species in the food webs exhibited signs of saturation with 

the number of species added, representing a balance between speciations and extinctions. 

Saturation was determined by visual inspection (number of species in a food web 

approximately constant over at least 2,000 species additions). If the model food web at the 

end of a run was not at a dynamic equilibrium, then food-web dynamics were simulated for 

longer until one was reached. In this way, all 20 model food webs used were at a dynamic 

equilibrium. Any model species with a maturation body mass ( Mmat ) above a minimum 
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threshold was categorised as a fish species. This minimum threshold for fish species was 

derived using empirical estimates of Mmat  for fish species from the Celtic-Biscay Shelf and 

the North Sea, both situated in the Northeast Atlantic. For fish species in these two regions, 

Mmat  was estimated using length at maturity and length-weight regression parameter values 

from FishBase3. It was found that >96% (194/201) and >95% (168/176) of fish species in the 

Celtic-Biscay Shelf and the North Sea, respectively, have Mmat 103 kg. Thus, the 

minimum threshold was set to 10-3 kg. Supplementary Fig. 2 is a graphical representation of 

one of the 20 model food webs produced, showing the biomass density and Mmat  of each 

species in the web. 

 

There is the issue of whether non-fish species largely have maturation body masses below 

the 10-3 kg threshold. Robinson et al.42 sampled 178 benthic invertebrate species from the 

North Sea – including crustaceans, echinoderms, molluscs and polychaetes – and derived a 

range of body masses for each sampled species. They did not derive the maturation body 

masses, but if the maximum body masses are assumed to be approximately equal to the 

asymptotic body masses and equations relating maturation body mass and asymptotic body 

mass are assumed to be the same as for marine fish (these equations are given below in the 

description of how the slopes of the diversity spectra for model food webs were calculated), 

then 46/178 (26%) species have Mmat 103 kg. However, a relatively small 18/178 (10%) 

of species have Mmat 102  kg, suggesting that most of the true Mmat  values are near the 10-

3 kg threshold. Thus, it is conceivable that a 10-3 kg threshold largely differentiates non-fish 

from fish species. Cephalopods and scyphozoans can also have a maturation body mass 

above 10-3 kg. However, the most recent data suggest that their diversity is much lower than 

that of marine fish – there are approximately 700 species worldwide compared to 
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approximately 15,000 marine fish species19. Thus, exclusion of cephalopod and scyphozoan 

species with Mmat 103 kg in the PDMM is not likely to have a major effect on the BEF 

relations derived. In addition, species above Mmat 103 kg in the PDMM can be re-

interpreted as not just fish species, but those species that are fished. In this case, it would not 

matter whether there is a relatively small proportion of non-fish species with Mmat 103 kg. 

 

Details of food-web properties used for model validation. Following Fung et al.26, each of 

the 20 PDMM food webs was validated by comparing values of key food-web properties 

with empirically derived values for real temperate shelf communities. The latter were 

derived using empirical data from the Northeast Atlantic where possible. In total, 10 food-

web properties were examined. The first six properties are the same as in Fung et al.26 These 

are (i) phytoplankton species richness, (ii) fish species richness, (iii) the dietary diversity of 

fish species, (iv) the range of maturation body masses for phytoplankton species, (v) the 

range of maturation body masses for fish species, and (vi) the range of trophic levels for fish 

species. Dietary diversity (iii) is defined as the average number of resource species 

consumed by a fish species, counting all resource species that contribute >1% to the diet of a 

fish species43. For (vi), the trophic level for a fish species was calculated as 1 plus the 

weighted average trophic level of the species that it consumes, with weights given by the 

biomass intake rates normalised by the total biomass intake rate, i.e. proportional 

contributions to diets. For the present study, these six properties were supplemented by four 

more properties: (vii) the diet-partitioning exponent, which is estimated as the slope of a 

linear regression of the logarithm of the dietary diversity of fish species against the logit of 

the proportional diet contribution above which a consumed species is counted as a 

resource16,17; (viii) the slope of the diversity spectrum, which is the slope of a fitted 

probability density function of asymptotic body masses of fish species on a log10-log10 
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scale19; (ix) the slope of the biomass size-spectrum, which is the slope of a linear regression 

of biomass against individual body mass for fish species on a log10-log10 scale20; and (x) the 

range of biomass densities for fish species. Use of (vii), (viii) and (ix) allowed more rigorous 

quantitative assessments of trophic link structure, size-structure among species and size-

structure among individuals, respectively. Use of (x) allowed a quantitative assessment of 

fish abundances. Together, the 10 food-web properties examined are major determinants of 

food-web structure and dynamics. 

 

In calculating the slope of the diversity spectrum for a model food web, the method detailed 

in Section S10.2 of the Online Appendix of Reuman et al.19 was used. This involved fitting 

the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of a truncated Pareto distribution to the cdf of 

asymptotic body masses ( M) of all model fish species, using maximum likelihood 

estimates of the Pareto distribution parameters44. The maturation body masses ( Mmat ) of the 

model fish species were converted to M  by first using the equation 

log10 Lmax   0.342 log10 Mmat  1.93 to convert Mmat  (in kg) to Lmax  (in cm), the maximum 

length of a fish species. This equation is derived by performing a linear regression on pairs 

of Mmat  and Lmax  values for 118 fish species from the North Sea (same data as used in Fung 

et al.21; R2 = 0.580). Then assuming that Lmax  L , following Reuman et al.19, the equation 

log10 M   2.54 log10 L   4.044  is used to convert L  to M  (in kg). This equation was 

derived in Reuman et al.19 using data from 525 fish species records from the International 

Game Fish Association (R2 = 0.877). Goodness-of-fit of the cdf of the truncated Pareto 

distribution to the cdf of the M  values was assessed using the coefficient of determination 

(R2), following Reuman et al.19 The slope of the diversity spectrum is derived as the value of 
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the shape parameter for the truncated Pareto distribution minus one, following calculations 

in Reuman et al.19 (Section S10.2 of their Online Appendix).  

 

To calculate the slope of the biomass size-spectrum of a model food web, the graph of 

biomass against individual body mass for the model fish species was drawn first, on a log10-

log10 scale. Since the PDMM does not resolve the intraspecific size-structure of model 

species, we assumed that each model fish species at equilibrium has an intraspecific size-

structure of the form derived by Rossberg35 (equation [114]) using a size-structured fish 

community model. Once the graph was drawn, a linear regression over the body mass range 

0.1-10 kg was performed to derive the slope. This range is chosen because it allows direct 

comparison of slopes with the empirically derived values from Jennings & Blanchard20.  

 

Empirical values for (vii) were taken from Rossberg et al.16 and pertain to the same locations 

as empirical values for (iii), whereas empirical values for (viii) were taken from the analyses 

of Reuman et al.19 for the fish communities in the Celtic-Biscay Shelf and North Sea. 

Empirically derived values for (xi) were taken from Jennings & Blanchard20, who applied 

macroecological theory to trawl survey data for fish in the North Sea. Empirical values for 

(x) were taken from the analysis of Fung et al.21 for the North Sea demersal fish community. 

Data sources and study locations pertaining to the empirically derived values for all 10 

properties are summarised in Supplementary Table 2.  

 

Detailed model validation results. We assessed the realism of our model food webs by 

comparing values of their structural properties with those of the natural communities 

represented. Supplementary Tables 3-6 show values of the 10 properties tested for each of 

the 20 model food webs together with empirically derived values for temperate shelf 
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communities. These tables supplement Table 1 in the main text, which showed a comparison 

of model versus empirically derived values considering all the 20 model food webs as a 

group.  

 

Fish species richness of nine model food webs were within the empirical range, with 

richness for the remaining 11 webs being within 23% of the empirical range (Table 1; 

Supplementary Tables 3-6). Model phytoplankton species richness consistently exceeded the 

highest empirical estimate, by 51-74% (Table 1; Supplementary Tables 3-6). The dietary 

diversity of fish species16 quantifies the trophic link density among fish species, and thus 

implicitly quantifies their trophic niche widths. Model values for this property fell within the 

empirical range (Tables 1; Supplementary Tables 3-6). In addition, model values of the diet 

partitioning exponent16, which reflects the distribution of trophic link strengths, also fell 

within the corresponding empirical range (Table 1; Supplementary Tables 3-6). 

Supplementary Fig. 3 graphically depicts the relationship between dietary diversity and diet 

threshold for 10 of the 20 model food webs. In every web, the maturation body masses of all 

phytoplankton and fish species fell within the empirical ranges (Table 1; Supplementary 

Tables 3-6). Furthermore, >86.2% of fish species in any one food web had a trophic level 

within the empirical range, whereas >96.4% of fish species had a biomass density within the 

empirical range (Table 1; Supplementary Tables 3-6). Moreover, in every web, the 

maturation body masses, trophic levels and biomass densities described cover 54.6-100% of 

the corresponding four empirical ranges (using a log10 scale for body masses and biomass 

densities), except the biomass densities for one web, which cover 41.3% of the 

corresponding empirical range (Table 1; Supplementary Tables 3-6).  
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To further characterise the distribution of species among different size classes, we calculated 

the slope of the diversity spectrum for each model food web19. Using a lower asymptotic 

body mass bound of 1 kg [19] (0 on a log10 scale), slopes for 11 food webs fell within the 

empirical range, whereas slopes for five food webs were within 9% of the empirical range 

(Table 1; Supplementary Tables 3-6). Slopes for the remaining four webs (0.0000976-0.654) 

fell outside the empirical range, but fell within the range when the lower asymptotic body 

mass bound was increased to 3-35 kg (0.477-1.54 on a log10 scale; Table 1; Supplementary 

Tables 3-6). All fitted functions (considering a 3-35 kg lower asymptotic body mass bound 

for the four webs mentioned) gave a good fit to the underlying data from the model food 

webs, with R2  0.92 (Supplementary Fig. 4 shows the diversity spectrum for one of the 20 

PDMM food webs together with the fitted spectrum). We also estimated the slope of the 

biomass size-spectrum for each model food web20. Considering the body mass range of 0.1-

10 kg [20] (-1 to 1 on a log10 scale), slopes for 16 food webs fell within the expected range 

predicted by applying macroecological theory to empirical data, with slopes for the 

remaining four webs being more negative by 9-114% (Table 1; Supplementary Tables 3-6; 

Supplementary Fig. 5 shows the biomass size-spectra for 10 of the PDMM food webs). The 

linear regressions were generally a good fit to the underlying data from the model food 

webs, with R2  0.67 for 12 webs; however, they gave poor fits for eight webs, with 

R2  0.14. It is noted that the biomass size-spectra for the model webs all exhibit a declining 

or approximately linear trend, such that total biomass of large individuals tends to be no 

greater than that of smaller individuals. This does not contradict the slight increasing trends 

observed for species population biomass with maturation body mass, since there are 

typically fewer species at large maturation body masses (Supplementary Fig. 2). 
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Interpretation of model validation results. Food-web structure can be characterised by the 

number, biomasses, body sizes and trophic link strengths of constituent species45,46. 

Together, these structural elements are fundamental determinants of energy flows between 

species, so reproducing these elements is expected to capture essential aspects of food-web 

dynamics and stability. We compared values of 10 properties quantifying these elements for 

the 20 complex model food webs used with empirically derived values from temperate shelf 

communities. There was largely good agreement, allowing the model webs to be taken as 

realistically representing the food-web structure of temperate shelf communities. Although 

model phytoplankton species richness exceeded the highest empirical estimate by 51-74% 

(Table 1; Supplementary Tables 3-6), empirical counts are likely to be underestimates 

because of incomplete sampling and identification47. The slopes of the model biomass size-

spectra were largely within the range derived by applying macroecological theory to 

empirical data20, but the corresponding linear regressions used to calculate the slopes often 

gave poor fits to the model spectra. This could be because of the presence of food-web 

effects independent of body size in the PDMM23, which introduce extra variation not 

captured in macroecological theory20.  

 

The realistic structure of the model food webs is expected to give realistic production values. 

Indeed, Heath48 estimated that fish in the North Sea consume 13.9-19.5 gC m-2 yr-1 over the 

period 1973-1999. Using conversion factors of 1 gC = 1/0.4 g dry weight7 and 1 g dry 

weight = 1/0.32 g wet weight49, and assuming an assimilation efficiency of 0.6 [10,50], total 

fish production in the North Sea was 65.2-91.4 g m-2 yr-1. This is in good agreement with the 

mean value of 96.6 g m-2 yr-1 for the model webs, especially considering that the empirical 

range could be an underestimate due to historical fishing20. 
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Partitioning variation in production 

 

By performing random deletion experiments with 20 PDMM food webs, the relationship 

between (normalised) fish species richness and mean total fish biomass production was 

derived in the main text, together with the standard errors in this production (Fig. 1). The 

standard error at a particular richness value measures the variation in the mean production, 

not in the production values. Thus, in Supplementary Fig. 10, we show the mean relationship 

together with the standard deviations in production. This variation in production exhibits an 

increasing trend with richness. However, the coefficient of variation remains largely similar 

across the entire range of richness values (Supplementary Fig. 8).   

 

In order to obtain a deeper insight into the sources of variation, the variance in production 

was partitioned according to variance between food webs and within food webs. This was 

done by considering each fish species richness value in turn, calculating the sum of squared 

differences between all production values and the mean production for the species richness 

value considered, and then partitioning this sum into contributions due to differences 

between and within webs. More precisely, at a particular richness value of  x , denote 

the number of corresponding production values produced from the 10 random deletion 

experiments for PDMM food web i (1 i  20 ) by nx,i and the production values by Px, ij  

(1 j  nx,i ). Then the sum of squared differences is  

 

SSx  Px, ij Px,  2

j1

nx ,i


i1

20

 ,  (3.1) 
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where Px,  is the mean over all i and j. The contribution to this sum due to variation in 

production between food webs is calculated as  

 

SSx,b  Px, i Px,  2

i1

20

 ,  (3.2) 

 

where Px, i is the mean over all j for given i. The contribution to the sum due to variation in 

production within food webs (arising from use of 10 random deletion experiments for each 

web) is calculated as  

 

SSx,w  Px, ij Px, i 2

j1

nx ,i


i1

20

 .  (3.3) 

 

Thus, SSx  SSx,b  SSx,w . Supplementary Fig. 9 shows that SSx,b  dominates SSx,w  for a large 

range of   (approximately   0.1) and tends to increase with  . This shows that 

increasing variation in production is due predominantly to greater differences between food 

webs rather than differences within food webs. 

 

 

Mathematical analyses of BEF relations 

 

Mean-field theory. In a Lotka-Volterra model describing the food-web dynamics of S fish 

species, the rate of change of the biomass density of species i in kg m-2, i , is given by: 
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di

dt
 i ri  ij j

j1

S










,  (4.1) 

 

where ri  is the intrinsic population growth rate of species i in yr-1 and ij  is the interaction 

coefficient quantifying the effect of species j on i in kg-1 m2 yr-1. ri  represents gains in the 

biomass of fish species i because of consumption of non-fish species minus losses due to 

non-predation processes, largely metabolism. We first examine the general case where the 

interspecific interaction coefficients can be different from each other, such that ij  does not 

have to be the same as ij . This general case encompasses food webs with their asymmetric 

interactions. In the subsection “Implications of competition symmetry” below, we will 

examine the special case where the interspecific interaction coefficients are symmetric, i.e. 

ij  ji , in order to provide a contrast to results for the general case that we derive in this 

subsection. The symmetric case pertains to species that partake predominantly in 

competitive rather than trophic interactions. 

 

In the general case, we apply a mean-field approximation, under which it is assumed that 

interspecific interaction strengths are largely independent, such that 

ij jj1

S ≈ S i ij . Here, the angled brackets denote expectation values for random 

choices of quantities with unsummed indices inside the brackets51,52. When evaluating the 

expected interaction coefficient, ij , there is a need to distinguish between the expected 

contribution from off-diagonal terms, ij i j
, and the expected contribution from diagonal 

terms, ii , because the latter tends to be systematically larger than the former. This gives 

ij  S 1  ij i j
 ii





 S . The resulting model is simpler compared with the PDMM 
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(section “Further details on the Population-Dynamical Matching Model (PDMM)”), notably 

by having linear rather than non-linear functional responses and by following Wilson et al.52, 

Wilson & Lundberg53 and Bastolla et al.54 (among others) in applying the mean-field 

approximation. The purpose of examining this model is to determine whether a simpler, 

analytical model is able to reproduce the same BEF relations as the PDMM. This provides 

an insight into whether the simplifying assumptions in the simpler model can be made 

without affecting BEF predictions.   

 

Using the mean-field approximation, the equilibrium conditions for the dynamic system 

specified by equation 4.1 can be evaluated to give 

 

i 
ri

S 1  ij i j
 ii

  (4.2) 

 

[51,52]. The mean total biomass density,  , can then be obtained as   S i . It is 

assumed that the mean total biomass production per unit area, P , is equal to   multiplied 

by a constant C with units of yr-1. Under this assumption, the mean-field approximation 

gives 

 

P CS
ri

S 1  ij i j
 ii

.  (4.3) 

 

Denoting the number of fish species in the pristine (unfished) state as Spris , the equation for 

P  can be rearranged to give a Michaelis-Menten (MM) function: 
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P  A
 B

,  (4.4) 

 

where   S Spris  is the normalised fish species richness, A C ri ij i j
 and 

B  ii  ij i j  Spris ij i j  .  
 

ri , ij i j
 and ii  can be set to achieve values of A and B matching that for the MM 

function fitted to PDMM simulation results, which are 0.154 kg m-2 yr-1 and 0.533 

respectively (Fig. 1b in main text). Using Spris 190 , which is the average number of fish 

species in the 20 PDMM food webs used, and C  0.745 yr-1, which is calculated using a 

linear regression of P  and   derived using the 20 food webs ( n  300, r2  0.977), the two 

equations for A and B contain the three unknowns ri , ij i j
 and ii . The equation for B 

can be solved to obtain the ratio ij i j
ii  0.00978, which measures the average 

strength of interspecific interactions relative to that of intraspecific interactions among fish. 

Using this ratio in the equation for A then gives ii  495 ri  kg-1 m2. Although we do not 

derive an estimate of ri  0 here, it is clear that however ri  is chosen, there are positive 

values of ii  495 ri  kg-1 m2 and ij i j
 0.00978 ii  that give a MM function which 

matches the one fitted to the PDMM simulation results. Biologically, ri  represents the 

expected net effect of gains in biomass of fish species i due to feeding on non-fish species 

and non-predation losses due largely to metabolism. Thus, ri  0 means that a fish species 

typically has a positive net growth rate in the absence of other fish species. This does not 

necessarily mean that ri  is positive for all fish species – for example, largely piscivorous fish 
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species are likely to have ri  0 . It only means that the average ri  is positive. This is 

consistent with the fact that 81% of the 3,805 fish species in the 20 PDMM food webs have a 

positive net growth rate in the absence of all other fish species. Similarly, the condition 

ij i j
 0.00978 ii  implies that the average interspecific interaction strength between two 

fish species is smaller than the average intraspecific interaction strength within a fish 

species. This does not preclude a subset of the interspecific interaction strengths for a 

particular fish species being greater than the intraspecific interaction strength for that 

species, which may be the case for largely predatory fish species.  

 

To understand how P  changes when a fish species is randomly deleted, consider the change 

in P , P , when a fish species is randomly deleted from a food web with S fish species. 

With this deletion, S changes by S  1 s, where s is the rate of secondary extinctions of 

fish species. Thus, P  can be approximated by 

 

P  dP

dS
S   dP

dS
1 s  .  (4.5) 

 

dP dS  can be calculated by writing P  as a function of S and differentiating with respect 

to S: 

 

P 
A S Spris 
S Spris  B

 AS

S BSpris

,  (4.6) 

 

 dP

dS
  A

S BSpris

 AS

S BSpris 2 .  (4.7) 
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Thus,  

 

P   A

S BSpris

 AS

S BSpris 2















1 s  .  (4.8) 

 

In random-deletion simulations using 20 PDMM food webs (10 replicates per web), the 

average s across all replicates and food webs is 0.26, which is small. Thus, in equation 4.8, s 

can be taken to be 0 as a simplifying approximation, which gives 

 

P   A

S BSpris

 AS

S BSpris 2
.  (4.9) 

 

The first term on the right of P  equals P S , which is the expected immediate loss in P 

due to random deletion of a fish species. Therefore, the second term on the right must 

represent the expected change in P due to dynamic responses following random deletion of a 

fish species. This can be verified by observing that the second term is equal to 

d P S  dS  A S BSpris 2
 multiplied by S. d P S  dS  A S BSpris 2

 represents the 

expected change in production of a fish species resulting from random deletion of another 

fish species. Thus, d P S  dS  multiplied by S represents the expected change in the total 

production of all remaining fish species following the random deletion, which is the 

expected change in P due to dynamic responses following the deletion. In Fig. 2a in the main 

text, the two terms of equation 4.9 are plotted as functions of normalised fish species 

richness,  . To achieve this, P  is rewritten as 
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P   A

Spris

1

  B
 A

Spris


  B 2

.  (4.10) 

 

The second term, corresponding to the effect of dynamic responses on P, is consistently 

higher by small amounts than simulation results using the 20 PDMM food webs. This 

discrepancy is a consequence of the approximation of disregarding secondary extinctions 

( s  0) in the derivation of the second term. When including this effect in the derivation 

(using equation 4.8), the corresponding correction to the second term is  

 

 A

S BSpris
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S BSpris









s ,  (4.11) 

 

which is always negative for A, B  0. The precise value is difficult to predict, because s 

depends on S. 

 

Implications of competition symmetry. This subsection recalls a few results on the 

implications of interaction symmetry for richness-production relations, to contrast the results 

derived in subsection “Mean-field theory” for the more general case where interactions do 

not have to be symmetric. The argument is again based on the generalised Lotka-Volterra 

model, here interpreted as describing the effective dynamics and interactions within a fish 

community. It is noted that the Lotka-Volterra model is a simplified, coarse approximation 

of the true dynamics of communities. Nevertheless, it is often used in qualitative analyses. In 

essence, the results summarised here were already encapsulated in MacArthur’s niche 
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theory55,56 (see Chapter 2 of Loreau57 for a detailed synthesis). The presentation here closely 

follows and expands on Rossberg17.  

 

Define  
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2   ,  (4.12) 

 

with symbols as in equation 4.1. Q is defined in this way because at a community 

equilibrium, it simplifies to a measure of fish community biomass production, as will be 

shown below. First, by computing the time derivative of Q and making use of equation 4.1, 

one obtains 
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With symmetric interactions, that is jiij   , the time derivative simplifies to 
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which is always non-negative and zero only when an equilibrium has been reached. The 

value of Q therefore steadily increases until an equilibrium is reached. For arbitrary 

asymmetric interaction matrices this is generally not the case.  The symmetry jiij    shall 

be assumed henceforth. 
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From equation 4.12 one can see that, when S  is replaced by 1S  and a new species 

1 Sk  is added to the system at very low abundance ( 0,0  kk  ), the value of Q 

essentially does not change. Similarly, removal of a species that has reached very low 

abundance essentially does not change the value of Q. The value of Q therefore increases 

steadily during modelled community assembly processes in which new species are added at 

abundance close to zero and species are being removed if their abundances decline to values 

close to zero. 

 

Whenever equilibria are reached during such assembly processes, one can make use of the 

equilibrium condition 



S

j
jijiiir

1

  (for all i) to simplify equation 4.12 for Q to 
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1

   (at equilibrium). (4.15) 

 

It follows that 


S

i
iir

1

  increases from one equilibrium state to another during a modelled 

community assembly process, provided that interactions are symmetric. 

 

Assume the community has reached a locally asymptotically stable equilibrium with S 

species. How will Q change if a subset of the S species in the community is selected and 

deleted from the community, and populations are allowed to relax until a new equilibrium is 

reached? To answer this question, call the original S-species equilibrium community the 

high-diversity community. Denote as the low-diversity community the community at the new 

equilibrium after species deletion – this community is obtained from the high-diversity 
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community by deleting the subset of selected species as well as any species that reach zero 

abundance during dynamics to the new equilibrium (secondary extinctions). Because ij  is 

symmetric, the local asymptotic stability of the high-diversity community implies its global  

stability.* Thus, if one re-inserts all species deleted from the high-diversity community into 

the low-diversity community at low abundances, the original high-diversity community will 

re-emerge. By the considerations above, the value Q will increase in this process. This 

implies directly that Q is lower for the low-diversity community than it is for the high-

diversity community. Hence, for symmetric interactions, the equilibrium value of 


S

i
iir

1

  

declines with any species deletion. 

 

Since i  is the biomass density of species i, one can interpret 


S

i
iir

1

  as a measure of total 

community production. This will generally be different from the measure of total system 

production used in the main text. The Lotka-Volterra model is simply too abstract to isolate 

gross production among the various biological contributions to population dynamics.  On the 

other hand, the approximation that production is proportional to biomass for a given species 

(constant production/biomass ratio or turnover rate) is frequently applied in the ecological 

                                                 
 
* Local stability of the system at an inner ( 0i ) equilibrium point implies that the Jacobian matrix at 

equilibrium with entries ijiijJ   has no eigenvalues with positive real parts. The eigenvalues of the 

Jacobian J  are the same as the eigenvalues of the real, symmetric matrix with entries 

.2/12/12/12/1
iijiiiji J    All eigenvalues of this matrix are real. By the stability of the equilibrium 

point they are 0 . From Sylvester’s law of inertia58 it then follows that the matrix α  has the same number 

of negative and zero eigenvalues as J , and no positive eigenvalues. Now, consider first the case that zero is an 
eigenvalue of α , and let u  be a vector in the null space of α . It is then not difficult to verify that with any 

equilibrium i  of the Lotka-Volterra system and any real number  , the point ii u   is an equilibrium as 

well. So i  is not locally asymptotically stable in this case, in violation of the premise. This implies that all 

eigenvalues of α  are negative, so that α  is negative definite. According to a theorem by Getz59, the fixed 
point is then a global attractor for any initial condition with positive abundances for all species. 
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literature (e.g. Brey & Clarke60, Epstein, et al.61 and Jennings et al.62), justifying the 

interpretation of 


S

i
iir

1

  as a proxy for total community production. 

 

When applying these results to deduce generalisations about BEF relations, two caveats need 

to be kept in mind: (i) even for purely competitive interactions, perfect symmetry of the 

interaction matrix cannot be expected and (ii) the Lotka-Volterra model provides just a 

coarse approximation of the dynamics of an ecological community. Therefore, what we have 

demonstrated for symmetric Lotka-Volterra systems should only be interpreted as a general 

rule for natural communities dominated by competition – i.e. there will be exceptions. 

Despite these caveats, however, we have shown that interaction symmetry is essential for 

obtaining a steady increase of production with each species added to a community and a 

steady decrease of production with each species deleted, where in both cases secondary 

extinctions might occur as a result of the manipulations. For strongly asymmetric 

interactions, this cannot be expected. However, as detailed in the subsection “Mean-field 

theory” above, in the specific case of random additions and deletions of species, these trends 

can still be expected to be seen on average. Thus, the key difference between the general 

case where interactions can be asymmetric and the specific case where interactions are 

symmetric is that in the former case, production increases on average with increasing 

richness, whereas in the latter case, production always increases with increasing richness.   
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